We want you to grow with us
Hello! Would you like to join a startup where your passion and creativity will matter more
than your title or tenure? A place where everyone communicates at eye-level? An
environment where sharing is the focus above all? LivingPackets might be the place for you.
Since 2016, we've been developing the most advanced, smart, secure, and sustainable
packaging solution ever: THE BOX. Robust and reusable, with a whole range of services and
systems supporting it, we believe it will change the e-commerce industry. Having grown
from a small research group in France to an international team of over a hundred brilliant,
passionate, and creative minds, we are now very close to our next goal: mass production. We
want to reinvent packaging and logistics, and reimagine the e-commerce industry. We want
to drive the world towards a fairer, circular proﬁt-sharing economy. Will you join us?

Talent Acquisition Manager (m/f/d)
We offer
➔
➔
➔
➔

A real cause: help save the world from cutting down millions of trees, cardboard and plastic waste, and transform
it into a circular proﬁt sharing economy.
The unique chance to be directly involved in the growth phase of LivingPackets.
A ﬂexible work culture with a focus on growth, passion, fairness, and environmental awareness. A place where
your initiative and hard work is valued more than anything else.
An international team of exceptionally talented, motivated, creative and dedicated people.

You bring
➔

➔
➔

➔
➔

Your responsibilities

A colorful personality and different
biographies - we are interested in your
motivations, not your course of study
Professional experience in IT recruiting and
active sourcing
A distinctive talent for organization: a
structured way of working and a high degree
of self-initiative distinguish you
A communicative nature: you know how to
inspire candidates
Comfortable ﬂuency of English and German
in both spoken and written form

➔

➔
➔

➔
➔
➔

You are responsible for the entire end-to-end
recruiting process - from applicant
management to contract signing
You will place job ads and screen the
applications
You will create a unique candidate
experience and will always put the candidate
ﬁrst
You will take over the active sourcing,
building up networks and a talent pool
You are expected to follow current market
trends
You stay in direct and constant contact with
your lead and will make suggestions for
improvements

Join us now
Have we sparked your interest? Then send us your CV and indicate your availability and salary expectations.
Please do not send us a cover letter or a motivation letter, we believe that a standard application is not the
right thing for this job. If you have any questions in advance, Suk-Jung Kim will be happy to assist you via
email. jobs@livingpackets.com
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